Welcome to Just One Touch/Video & Audio Center!

Just One Touch is a systems integration company with complete in-house design and installation services. Our experienced team will listen to your needs, educate you on the possibilities, and provide you with a solution which will enhance your lifestyle. Since 1981, we have installed systems using industry leading products backed by the highest levels of service and support. We have won numerous awards from CEDIA and for over a decade have been ranked #1 Custom Retailer in California by CEPro. We look forward to the opportunity to work with you and to learn more about your technology needs.
Lifestyle Photos
Home Control
If your coffee table is littered with six remote controls—and you can’t figure out which one turns the Blu-Ray player on—we’ve got your solution! Intelligent home control devices put an end to remote overload. With one reliable & user-friendly device, anyone in your family can operate the entertainment system, lights, thermostats, shades and more.

Audio Distribution
A/D systems send music to any room in your home or office via a central processor. Control of your music play lists is simple and intuitive by means of a touch panel, keypad, handheld RF remote, iPad or similar wi-fi device. Whether the speakers are placed in the walls, ceiling, bookshelves, yard, shower or pool, each A/D system is uniquely designed to blend in with its surroundings in order to minimize the visual impact.

Media Rooms
Some of the most exhilarating surround sound rooms are not cinema rooms at all! They’re living rooms, family rooms, master bedrooms and outdoor patios that serve dual functions. In fact, almost any room in your home can be recreated into a multi-purpose media room, concealing a home theatre that only reveals itself at the touch of a button. We can engineer hidden screens and speakers that descend from ceilings, hide inside framed artwork, or rise from specially-designed furniture.

Home Theater
A dedicated private cinema is a room in which the environment has been precisely designed & engineered to provide maximum movie and music enjoyment. Special acoustic treatment isolates the room from outside noise, and measured speaker placement optimizes the audio. Plush theatre seating is carefully positioned to allow for unobstructed viewing of your video content on the big screen. Room lighting is controlled, as well, in order to ensure the best picture delivery from the hi-def projector.
Residential Lighting Systems
Go green and save money by installing new fixtures - or replacing existing lights - with an energy efficient design. Custom-tailored lighting control will allow you to change the mood of any area of your home to suit the occasion. Whether you are watching TV, dining or entertaining, one press of a button can create the ideal atmosphere you desire. Intelligent lighting also contributes to a safe environment by linking with the security system to turn lights on if uninvited activity is detected. New construction or upgrade - let us fashion a lighting solution perfect for you.

Outdoor Entertainment
Homeowners are now turning outdoor spaces into entertainment areas in more ways than one. Outdoor flat-screen TVs, screens with projection systems, speakers installed around patios, pools, and spas have transformed ordinary outdoor spaces into exciting outdoor living areas. You can enjoy the weather, watch a game on TV, or listen to your favorite music, while keeping an eye on the kids in the pool. The electronic equipment already installed inside your home can provide the audio and video for the outside.

Networks
A network is a home’s central nervous system. We’ll help lay a solid and reliable foundation that’s ready for today’s technology, and tomorrow’s. Our experience has shown a hard-wired solution almost always works best. So why not wireless? For most home entertainment and communications applications, wireless should only be used if it is not feasible or cost effective to get a wire to a location. Either way, we will work with you to find a networking solution.

Security Systems
With today’s security systems, you can monitor and record activities while at home, in the office, or halfway around the globe. Enjoy peace of mind knowing that your property is being guarded day & night by the most sophisticated of technology. We can route the security system to a central monitoring station and/or alert you via email or text message based on your preferences. Aside from protecting your family & personal property, these systems can also provide in-home health monitoring, as well, for our aged loved ones.
Boardroom Technology
Plasma screens. LCD projectors. Video and audio conferencing. Why not bring all your network capabilities into the board or conference room? We will design, engineer and service integrated systems for your boardroom, auditorium, briefing room or command center. Boardroom control systems let you control a wide range of electronic equipment (audio, video, projection, lighting, screens, blinds, security and communication) from one central location.

High Performance Audio
We offer a wide selection of high performance audio gear including speakers, amplifiers and sources. Our audiophile grade equipment offers complete listening satisfaction for even the most discerning customers. When combined with a properly designed room that factors in room acoustics and proper isolation, we can achieve musical perfection.

Computer Audio
In the last 10 years a revolution has swept over the way we listen to music. Compact discs once were the norm but today our music lives on our hard drives or in the cloud. Whether you use iTunes, listen to pristine 24-bit 192khz files, or stream music via a subscription service such as MOD, Spotify, or Pandora one thing is certain – the Genie is out of the bottle and she’s not going back in. Computer Audio is the now.

Video Walls
Video Walls combine crisp, clean LCD panels and state of the art Video Processors into a powerful turnkey solution that allows you to present your information in vivid, sharp HD video images. Create virtually seamless video walls by using LCD Display Panels. Video walls utilize precision machined components which results in perfect alignment of our LCD panels. We offer several sizes of LCD panels so we can design a solution to match your specific requirements.

Our Services
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Digital Signage
Digital signage is an effective, user-friendly and proven means of delivering dynamic messages to the right targets at chosen locations. Bring life to your promotional displays with eye-catching and interactive displays. Ideal for hospitality, casinos, retail, transportation hubs, entertainment, and many other venues, users have the ability to manage their own digital signage network across any number of locations, resulting in more captivated and engaged customers.

Surge Protection
Home owners benefit by extending the life of all individually connected electrical and electronic equipment from catastrophic voltage spikes and surges. Whole house surge protectors can provide security for the entire home electrical system from these damaging peaks. These larger units are designed to protect against large spikes, including lightning strikes. They guard every electrical line in the house from a single entry point. They come equipped with easy-to-read displays to show the status of the protector, and an audio alarm in case of a substantial surge.

Video/Audio Calibration
Movies, music and games are created in calibrated and acoustically treated rooms and meant to be played back at high volumes in large, acoustic theaters. But reflections from walls and furniture in home theaters distort sound resulting in muddy bass, degraded high frequencies and surround envelopment. We specialize in the enabling technology that delivers sound amazingly close to the original recording so that every audio system – from budget home theaters to world-class cinemas sounds amazing.

Maintenance Agreements
We offer our customers peace of mind by providing the regular and proper maintenance, upgrades, and tuning over the lifetime of the system. By keeping equipment up to date, clean, and properly calibrated the system will perform at its optimal level. In addition to properly servicing equipment, services such as vacation preparations and bi-annual inspections can be performed to ensure the little items including batteries and bad cables are detected and resolved.
**Discovery Process**
The project always begins with a discovery process, where we listen to our client’s needs and desires. Our preliminary interviews are relaxed yet specific, as we endeavor to balance the desires of the client with the realities of technological trends, budget constraints and built-in obsolescence.

**System Design**
We put our engineering team to work to define all aspects of the project. Now that pertinent information has been gathered, a detailed proposal can be developed in accordance to these plans. An extensive set of drawings are created that show graphically where all hardware and pre-wire drops will be located. Our client is then delivered this information for review and annotation.

**Implementation Process**
Additional support documentation is created as the Rough and Trim phases commence. With the home interior primed, we begin the concluding phases, order the system gear, and schedule its installation. Our job is only complete when the client is 100% satisfied with the finished product. These final phases can take a few weeks or a few years depending on the project’s scale.

**Service & Support**
We now thoroughly train our client in the use of their new system. Concurrently, a complete set of as-built documentation and programming source code is delivered at final sign-off. Opting for one of our annual maintenance agreements, the client can ensure that the investment they’ve made into their home or business is well protected and serviced for life with accuracy and diligence.
Things To Consider
Why put all of these devices on your wall? When you could simply have one elegant touch panel.
Whole Home Networking

Thanks to Wi-Fi, users are no longer confined by the cords that link their devices, enabling new levels of connectivity without sacrificing function or design options.
Media Server
Thanks to Wi-Fi, users are no longer confined by the cords that link their devices, enabling new levels of connectivity without sacrificing function or design options.
Commercial Application

We offer a full compliment of audio/video solutions for commercial spaces.
Total Home Energy Management
Feel empowered with the knowledge of how much energy you are consuming and/or creating to offset your usage. Always have access to this information at your fingertips.

Green Automation
Green automation not only saves energy, it efficiently manages energy. We make "going green" easier than ever with fully customizable lighting, remotely controlled vacation mode and the ability to shut down an entire household’s non-essential lights and appliances.

Energy Control and Efficiency
We offer a variety of affordable solutions for homeowners to monitor the energy use on every circuit of home, giving them visibility to where energy is being used – and wasted – and the ability to take action.

HVAC Control
Energy savings, comfort and convenience are just a few of the reasons to manage the HVAC systems in your home. Reduce the cost to heat and cool your home by adding smart sensors that will help you keep more green in your pockets.

Shading Control
Managing the natural light entering your home reduces the energy needed to cool your home. Automated window coverings based on time of day or seasonally protects artwork and furnishings from damaging UV rays while conserving energy.

Lighting Control
Setting the desired mood can be achieved with the simple touch of a button. Never come home to a dark house again. Remove the clutter of light switches on your wall. Save energy by simply dimming the lights.

Vacation Mode
Secure, reliable and forward thinking, automated homes offer peace of mind whether your family is out to dinner or out of the country. Monitoring tools control your lighting, thermostat and security system, deterring unwanted visitors and reducing energy costs.
Our Design Process

Our goal is to design and effectively communicate the best solution that meets the project scope and budget requirements.
System Highlights Diagram
We try to help our clients understand our unique approach to their project by illustrating their floor plan with icons and images.
Construction Documentation

Documents created by our engineering team to help aid communication and help ensure an accurate installation.
Wiring Plan
Displays the detailed low voltage wiring requirements for the project. We show every wire required and its point of origination.
Rack Elevations
We design the system rack layout with precise detail to ensure a smooth installation.
Home Theater Elevation

Throughout the entire design, engineering and installation process, we work closely with your architect, designer and contractors to ensure the most professional and rapid completion of your dream system.
Home Theater Renderings

Enjoy your very own exquisite movie palace, crafted to exacting standards and uniquely reflecting your personal tastes.
Security Cameras
We provide our clients with detailed system design proposals that outline every piece of hardware required to properly execute the project. We detail this information with breakdowns for every room and area.
Product Information

We utilize best-in-class products that balance performance requirements with project budget.
Experience Crestron
From lighting and climate control to audio and video control, Crestron provides the ultimate integrated automation solutions.

With over 40 years in business Crestron Electronics is the leading provider of control and automation systems for homes, offices, schools, hospitals, hotels and more. Crestron provides the ultimate technology lifestyle. No matter where you are, or what you do, with Crestron you’re always connected.

Crestron Interfaces
The Digital Age Is Here Today!
The products you're using now won't work for much longer. Crestron DigitalMedia™ (DM) is the only solution that answers the challenges of tomorrow – today.

Multi room distribution in residential environments involves the combining of several sources and format types to different makes and resolutions of displays. Crestron Digital Media enables the distribution, resolution determination and HDCP management across a minimal whole home infrastructure. DM allows a homeowner to play the content where they want it, when they want without comprising resolution.
Savant’s smart home products fulfill the technical and lifestyle needs of any customer. With some of the most advanced, attractive and fully customizable touchscreen remote controls and digital artwork available, Savant’s products are changing the face of home integration technology and how homeowners interact with it.
A Smart Home Is A Brilliant Idea.
Control4 offers a complete line of home-automation products that makes sophisticated home-control solutions practical and affordable for every home. With Control4, everything works better because it works together - home theater, multi-room music, lighting, temperature, safety and security systems – are all controlled by a single platform.

Imagine. In one touch, the movie starts, your shades close and the surround sound kicks in at the perfect volume. When the sun goes down, your porch light goes on. And the whole house locks at 11 pm. Automatically. You rush out with the kids to drop them off at school. By the time you get to the office you wonder, “Did I close the garage door?” Check from your phone and relax. Now, live the green life without sacrificing comfort. It’s easy to control your house and reduce energy use.

Dream Big. Start Small.
Got your dream concept of control? We’ll make it a reality. Because Control4 solutions are entirely modular, it’s easy to add more control to your home over time.

- Start simply with just one control solution, like home theater control in a family room
- Experience smart lighting and climate solutions to save energy—and money
- Add peace of mind with door lock and security control

You can always add more features and functionality when time and budget allow. There’s no such thing as starting from scratch.

Control4\textsuperscript{\textregistered} Solutions...
With more and more smart electronics playing a central role in our everyday lives, you’d think they’d be making life easier. But with so many different technology formats—Blu-ray, Bluetooth, MP3, WMV, HD, 3D, iWhatever and whatever’s-coming-next—things are getting more cluttered and complicated, not more convenient. Wouldn’t life be better if everything worked together?

- Simple to use, right from a TV, touchscreen or remote control
- Flexible, start small and add more control as time and budget allow
- Limited only by your imagination

Home Theater Simplify your audio, video, and home-theater components with one remote control.
Multi-Room Music Play music from almost any format, in any room, any time.
Lighting Save energy and enjoy the perfect atmosphere in every room.
Energy Create a more comfortable home and a more efficient planet.
Mobile Access Enjoy control from anywhere—online or on your smart phone.
Security Experience peace of mind with features that enhance your home security.
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SÉURA Defining Image
It’s your peace of mind knowing that SÉURA has an exemplary reputation for quality and for standing behind its products. It’s the SÉURA difference.

SÉURA is a manufacturer of luxury products. But more than high-end, high-quality products, we manufacture distinctive design solutions. With SÉURA, you don’t have to choose between beauty and technology. You have the freedom to design around your unique style, without technology getting in the way. SÉURA’s vanishing LCD television mirrors, illuminated mirrors and invisible sound systems preserve the integrity of your decor, while providing unmatched performance. SÉURA defines your brand, your style, your space and your image.

The SÉURA Difference
Your Vision, Pure and Simple.
Consistency, Color, Camouflage.

TRUFIG’s revolutionary flush-mounting system seamlessly integrates disparate devices and technologies into the architecture, empowering architects and designers to create a harmonious family of nearly invisible design elements.

TRUFIG offers an uncompromising, and previously unattainable, level of aesthetic refinement and precision that showcases the simplicity and beauty of visionary interiors.

TruFig Overview
TRUFIG’s philosophy relies on the principles of material authenticity, perfection in the smallest detail, and a systematic approach to design. Everything we do revolves around an understanding of architecture, detail, and precision.
Degrees of Invisibility.
Changing the way the world looks at audio.

Sonance believes there’s more to exceptional speakers than sound alone. They must strike the perfect visual note as well. The shape, the size, the finish and placement - every detail should be considered in the context of the room itself. The right choice not only complements your design, as deliberate and personal as the flooring below and the lighting above.

**Sonance Visual Performance Series**
Delivers our legendary sound quality in a exceptionally elegant design. New micro-trim grilles, featuring just 0.2 inches of trim, attach magnetically to the speakers and can be painted in a signal step to match surrounding surfaces.

**Sonance Architectural Series**
Represents a milestone in the evolution of audio - and interior design. As the world’s first perfectly flush, completely trimless in-wall and in-ceiling speakers, they eliminate the shadows and seams that interrupt a room’s visual flow, preserving the integrity of your design.

**Sonance Invisible Series**
Marks yet another first - the total integration of speakers into walls and ceilings. Completely concealed behind plaster, paint and even wallpaper, they deliver remarkable sound that envelopes the entire room without revealing the source.

Sonance Invisibility Series
Alfresco Entertaining...
There is nothing quite like the experience of an architecturally designed patio featuring a highly appointed outdoor kitchen, wrapped in beautifully landscaped gardens and bordered by a sparkling swimming pool. This is luxury living at its very best.

Sonance Landscape Series uses strategically placed “satellite” speakers that are hidden within garden beds or in amongst the foliage of trees. A subwoofer enclosure is then buried under ground or within shrubs, with just an earth colored hood dispersing sound perfectly. It’s all about blending discreetly into the surroundings.

High Fidelity Sound Outdoors
Finally, an outdoor audio system that provides true high fidelity sound. Separate speakers for different frequencies, the cornerstone of high-end audio, is achieved with the LS47SAT, LS67SAT satellite speakers and LS10SUB subwoofer.

The 70 Volt Advantage
Landscape Series operates on a 70 Volt system that provides the flexibility to customize the design for any size installation. From small courtyards with just a few speakers, to an entire resort garden with hundreds, SONANCE Landscape Series provides the ultimate outdoor sound combine with the reliability and cost saving of a simple “daisy-chain” configuration.

Multiple Zone Capable
Just as you would have different “zones” for different rooms of your house, so too can your SONANCE Landscape Series have different volumes and even sources, in different areas of your outdoor space.

Sonance Landscape Series

LS47SAT
Woofer Diameter: 3.5" (88.9mm)
Tweeter Diameter: .75" (19.0mm)
Frequency Response: 80Hz-20kHz±3db
Listening Area: 60˚, 10’-50’ distance
Speaker Input: 70.7volt / 25 watts
Weight: 2.5 lbs. (1.2Kg)

LS67SAT
Woofer Diameter: 6" (152.4mm)
Tweeter Diameter: .75" (19.0mm)
Frequency Response: 60Hz-20kHz±3db
Listening Area: 60˚, 10’-50’ distance
Speaker Input: 70.7volt / 25 watts
Weight: 6 lbs. (2.7Kg)

LS10SUB
Woofer Diameter: 10" (254.0mm)
Frequency Response: 35Hz-100Hz±3db
Listening Area: 2000 sq.ft.
Speaker Input: 70.7volt / 100 watts
Weight: 54 lbs. (24.5Kg)

LS12SUB
Woofer Diameter: 12" (305mm)
Frequency Response: 25Hz-80Hz±3db
Listening Area: 2000 sq.ft.
Speaker Input: 70.7volt / 200 watts
Weight: 70 lbs. (31.7Kg)
Inspired By Passion - Driven by Excellence
The premium line of audio video components.

This is how we define ourselves - passion and excellence. It’s built into the design, the construction, and the performance of every Integra component. We don’t build simply to impress. We make premium A/V components that the enthusiasts love and the industry admires. Components that break new ground in high-end build quality, high-definition potential, system integration, and multi-zone expansion. Free from superficial considerations, Integra reaches the pinnacle of a class and is the choice of A/V experts and home theater fans worldwide.

Integra Overview
The Kaleidescape Experience.
Kaleidescape’s extraordinary user interface is simply the best. It provides the easiest and most entertaining way for you to reconnect with your treasured movies and music. The intuitive and elegant user interface allows you to quickly locate and play any title in your collection.

The Kaleidescape System provides a powerful and entertaining movie-watching experience in your own home. With its award-winning, intuitive onscreen interface, the Kaleidescape System organizes and visually catalogs your collection of Blu-ray Discs, DVDs and CDs in high definition with eye-popping detail. Kaleidescape’s exclusive Movie Guide, provided automatically through the Internet, covers more than 135,000 Blu-ray and DVD titles and provides video bookmarks so movies start instantly, without advertisements, trailers, or menus. It also provides easy access to songs on concert films, and control triggers for automatically adjusting screen masking, lighting, and curtains during playback.
Auton Motorized Systems, founded by Virgil Walker - the original innovator of motorized television lifts, has been crafting award-winning custom automated TV lift solutions for a variety of quality design applications since 1955. Auton manufactures the world’s finest rack and pinion mechanical lift systems that are used to hide, reveal, and automate a wide variety of products.

**Auton Traks** Disguises a television or safe behind a painting or art panel. Safely moves artwork aside to view television.

**Auton Ceiling Units** Conceals and reveals a television when wall space is limited. Allows for more flexibility in room configurations.

**Auton Lifts** Perfectly conceal a television, bar, safe or appliance in furniture, half wall or countertop. Great for use in a living room, family room, library, office, home theater, yacht, aircraft, university, conference room, RV, restaurant and more.

**SWIVEL BASE:**
- Remote controlled automatic swivel delivers unparalleled functionality
- Swivel operates 180° in both directions for comfortable viewing from any angle
- Swivel adjusts television for different lighting conditions and seating arrangements
- Swivel permits endless room configurations

**SMART MOTOR OPERATION:**
- Compact design is ideal if space is at a premium
- All controls are located within the cylindrical motor housing eliminating the need for an external box
- Integrated RF receiver for remote control
- Simply plug in the power cord
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The DENON Difference
Every detail of a Denon product is crafted around these words with a single goal in mind: To enhance the entertainment experience!

DENON

Innovative engineering and technology are at the core of what makes a Denon product a Denon. Through a disciplined approach to design and production, our engineers ensure that only superb craftsmanship, precision engineering and impeccable performance go into every component. Our constant quest to create the perfect entertainment component has given us invaluable inspiration for not only the most powerful technical solutions but also the most convenient features to satisfy a diverse set of entertainment needs.

S-5BD Home Theater System
Integrated 5.1 CH Dual Zone A/V Receiver & Blu-ray/DVD/CD Player Combo.

DHT-1312BA Home Theater System
5.1ch A/V Receiver, HDMI 1.4a 4In/1Out 3D Ready, Acoustically matched 5.1 channel Boston Acoustics speaker package & Discrete Power Amps.

A/V RECEIVERS
Enjoy stunning audio and video innovations with Denon’s state-of-the-art A/V receivers.

MULTIROOM SYSTEMS
Jazz on the patio, movies in the living room with Denon’s whole-house A/V solutions.

INCOMMAND RECEIVERS
Stay IN-Command of the future with integrated, networked home entertainment.

STREAMING MEDIA
Rock out to your music or watch a blockbuster, instantly streamed to your Denon networked media product.

BLU-RAY PLAYERS
Experience amazing sound and picture quality with the flexibility of Denon’s Universal players.

Denon Home Theater Systems & A/V Overview
Sound That Stirs The Soul
Lexicon is a company dedicated to breaking sound barriers.

Founded in 1971, Lexicon has become one of the world's premier manufacturers of home theater and professional electronics. Innovative technologies have helped Lexicon to push the boundaries of home entertainment. Lexicon audio systems are also available in luxury cars such as the Rolls Royce, BMW, Mercedes and Land Rover.

**MC-12 HD Cinema Processor**
The MC-12 HD is the industry standard for multi-channel processors for film and music reproduction. The culmination of years of research and design, it combines the best elements of performance, flexibility, and elegance. Sophisticated and powerful, it is exceptionally well equipped to control the most elaborate home theaters of today.

**RX-7 Amplifier**
The RX-7 is ideally suited to drive high-quality home theater and multi-channel music systems. Based on the design of the larger ZX-7, the RX-7 has a fully balanced topology. Due to its low distortion and quiet operation, it is capable of exceptional refinement of fine detail and resolution of low-level sonic nuances.

**ZX-7 Amplifier**
The ZX-7 features a true balanced topology. Each of its seven channels consists of two amplifier stages, one for each side — both positive and negative — of the waveform. The positive input signal is amplified by the positive amplifier and the negative input signal is amplified by the negative amplifier when a balanced signal is applied to the input.

**BD-30 Blu-Ray Player**
Providing unparalleled video quality, the BD-30 incorporates Anchor Bay's award-winning Video Reference Series (VRS) technology and delivers a picture that is cleaner, smoother, true-to-life and free of artifacts. With exceptional picture and sound quality along with fast loading and response times, the BD-30 delivers an incredible sound stage and an immersive surround experience.

**DD-8 Amplifier**
The Lexicon DD-8 redefines the state-of-the-art for multi-room distributed audio applications. The DD-8 delivers eight channels of 125W each in a chassis only one rack space high. The foundational DriveCore circuitry seamlessly integrates the amplifier drive stage into the power output stage fusing everything into a chip the size of a dime.

**GX-7 Amplifier**
Equipped with an over-sized toroidal transformer and individual power supplies for each of its seven channels, the GX-7 combines considerable output with quiet, low-distortion operation. Because each channel has its own power supply, the GX-7 has significantly improved channel separation.

Lexicon Electronics
Because Music Matters.
Most people enjoy music. But some people are passionate about it. So are we!

Marantz Music Experience

At Marantz we believe that true hi-fi is... About being able to reproduce the magic of a performance. It’s about experiencing music just as the artist intended. Obviously, this kind of high quality reproduction requires the best components. Marantz carefully chooses the product components to achieve the goal of music reproduction.

Music should be reproduced - in our opinion - exactly the way the artist intended, because nothing - absolutely nothing - should get in the way of the music. That’s why we at Marantz have only one philosophy: “Because Music Matters.”

Air Play Enabled Devices
Unleash your iTunes® music library with the world’s first AirPlay enabled AV components from Marantz. Now you can stream the sweet sound of your favorite songs directly from your iPod touch, iPhone or iPad®, or from your iTunes library on your PC or Mac®.

Amplifiers
We could tell you about the specifications of our amplifiers, but specifications are just facts. We’re interested in feelings. That’s why Marantz amplifiers are “invisible” – they add nothing to the music signal that wasn’t intended by the musician, but they keep the loudspeaker under total control, exactly how it is intended. So you can enjoy the feeling to the fullest!

Tuners
Marantz has a long history of producing the best tuners in the industry.

Stereo Control Amplifier
The SC-7S2 thoroughly updates the distinctive voice of the original Marantz Model 7 preamplifier and further improves on the acclaimed SC-7S1.

Mono Block Power Amplifier
The MA-9S2 as the latest step in our relentless pursuit of sonic accuracy. It defines new horizons in both musical performance and contemporary elegance.

Blu-ray Player/DVD
Its absolute video integrity ensures excellent Blu-ray playback and it actively improves the quality of your DVDs.

Super Audio CD Player
The SA-7S1, unabashedly designed for the finest two-channel music reproduction possible, continues that tradition.

AV Power Amplifiers
High level power amplifiers that type a top-quality performance.

Marantz Music Experience
Since 1986, Runco has been a leader in the custom home theater industry.

Runco Overview

Runco products are hand built to each customer’s exact home theater specifications at our headquarters in the USA, where cutting edge technology and refined craftsmanship come together.

Runco International, Inc. is the leading name in the custom home theater industry. For fourteen years, Runco has been synonymous with the leading edge of this steadily maturing industry. The company is credited with having the vision to see an industry evolving when none existed. Runco built a strong foundation for the home theater industry to become a distinguishable segment of the retail landscape.

Runco Flat Panel Displays
Producing stellar images, impressive connectivity and custom options, Runco flat-panel displays are an ideal complement to the integrated home. For those who seek more than just a ubiquitous flat-screen TV, only Runco flat-panel displays offer custom settings for exceptional images both day and night and a proprietary optical enhancement that makes LCD’s even better in rooms with lots of ambient light and plasmas even sexier in dedicated rooms with lighting control. Offered in vast sizes, up to a gigantic 103” diagonal screen, and with many custom options, Runco flat-panel exceeded industry standards and are simply beyond comparison.

Runco Projectors
A core competency for Runco for more than two decades, our home theater and home cinema projectors grace the most elegant, opulent and impressive rooms around the world. With a legacy in video engineering, Runco has created and perfected image reproduction to offer unique projectors that are truly incomparable. Always at the bleeding edge of technology, Runco projectors use the latest enhancements in video. Runco validates and perfects these enhancements to offer products that are truly differentiated from any other manufacturer.
If You Love Music, You’ll Love Sonos.
Only Sonos Makes It So Easy To Add Music To Your Life.

SONOS

It’s as simple as that. In one room. Or many. Playing the music you own or endless songs and stations streaming from the internet. It's a wireless multi-room music system unlike any other. One that sets up instantly and expands effortlessly. So, are you ready to experience Sonos?

Setup That's Out-Of-The-Box Simple
Sonos was designed to work right out of the box — no technical expertise required. All you need is a high-speed Internet connection and a router to get started. Then simply open the box, decide where you want music and enjoy.

Instant Access To Endless Music
Sonos gives you a world of music at your fingertips — from the Internet and your computer. Play all the songs stored on your PC or Mac. Tune into thousands of free Internet radio stations. And enjoy millions of songs and stations from the most popular online music services.

A Multi-Room System That’s Flawless, Flexible And Fun
At Sonos, multi-room music is our mantra. That’s why we created a system that flawlessly delivers synchronized music to every room and expands instantly without wires or hassles. So, whether you’ve got a one-room studio or a three-story house, Sonos makes it easy to fill your life with music.

Wireless That Works Like Magic
Sonos takes wireless to a whole new level. Our mesh network technology provides whole-house coverage, ensures synchronous music playback, and avoids sources of wireless interference. Which means the music gets to all the right rooms — near or far — at exactly the right time.

Sonos Multi-Room Music System
Home Entertainment, Done Right!

SpeakerCraft has been helping people enjoy their home and make it uniquely theirs, by offering the finest in home audio speakers and components for the past thirty years. Take one look at our products, and it shows. Our motivation is the same as yours: we love music and movies. And we know that bringing the family together, while adding value to your home, can be some of the most enjoyable times of your life.

Subwoofers
Hear the bass you’ve been missing and see what it means to actually feel the music with a SpeakerCraft subwoofer.
• Passive In-Ceiling Subwoofer
• Cinema Sub
• Vital Series

Architectural Speakers
What better way to top off the finest architectural loudspeaker line in the world than with peace of mind.
• In-Ceiling
• In-Wall
• Box Speakers

Outdoor Speakers
Listening in the backyard or around the pool is just as common and just as important to most people. Now these speakers can easily blend into the landscape and become a seamless part of your home entertainment.
• Outdoor Elements
• Ruckus
• OG

Boomtomb In-Ground Subwoofer
Great musical entertainment should follow you are.

Profile Speakers
The sleek Profile magnetic grille is now an option on many of our in-ceiling and in-wall models, including such award winning designs as the AIM8 in-ceiling and the AIM LCR in-wall. Nothing changes but the grille. The sound is exactly the same.
• Profile Speakers
• Grilles & Grille Backgrounds

RooTs Speakers
Technology today has helped to expand the love of sound no matter your age or lifestyle. The technological advancements in access and media source options continue to grow. What doesn’t seem to be getting the same level of attention is the quality of that sound and content.
• Roots Subwoofers
• Roots Satellites

Outdoor Elements
Listening in the backyard or around the pool is just as common and just as important to most people. Now these speakers can easily blend into the landscape and become a seamless part of your home entertainment.
• Outdoor Elements
• Ruckus
• OG

Seamless Speaker Systems
As audiophiles, we often lose sight of what the general public wants; distributed audio that blends into the environment that is heard and not seen.
Security Made Affordable.
Security is no longer an exclusive luxury.

IC Realtime is a Global Designer and Manufacturer of Visual Security Solutions. Our mission is to develop Security Systems that are built to the highest quality standards, accessible through all mediums and affordable. We want to push the boundaries of this industry and lead for others to follow.

Digital Video Recorders
Max Series DVRs
MAX series of DVRs come in a range of 4, 8 and 16 channel platforms. They are designed to provide an economical solution without sacrificing operational and recording quality standards. This digital video recorder contains advanced web access, system integration and synchronized audio and video recording features that are suitable for various types of home and professional installations: stores, warehouses, homes, government agencies, education facilities, etc.

H.264E Hybrid DVRs
The New Hybrid DVR series - Real-time recording at full D1 resolution, plus synchronized audio at every channel. Accept both analog and ip cameras. These DVRs are designed to provide a combination of 4/8/16 Analog inputs and 4 IP inputs. With the ability to provide H264E realtime recording across all channels, it is ideally suited for supporting a hybrid system configuration.

Analog Cameras
Analog Bullet Style
Analog Dome Style
Analog Box Style
Analog PTZ Cameras
Mini/Covert
License Plate

IP Products
IP Cameras
Network Video Recorders
Network Storage

IC Realtime Overview
Welcome To Stewart Filmscreen...
Your design challenges are welcomed! If it’s imaginable, we can build it.

Stewart Filmscreen Corp is recognized as the “benchmark” manufacturer of projection screens worldwide. The qualities that make Stewart Filmscreen products the pinnacle of optimal function and value are guaranteed by extreme attention to detail throughout all of the activities of the company.

Stewart is proud to serve the most particular, innovative, quality conscious customer base in the projection industry. In order to satisfy these customers, Stewart listens carefully, innovates thoughtfully and executes flawlessly, meeting or exceeding all customer expectations.

Residential: Professional screens for residential environments

**Home Cinema**
People who know motion pictures prefer Stewart projection screens because they want to enjoy the best possible picture—vibrant color, sharp contrast, and rich detail. In fact, filmmakers have long relied on Stewart screens in the making of their films—in special effects creation as well as in the editing and production processes.

**Multi-Media Room**
This is the first Stewart retractable screen created especially for the lifestyle customer. With a beautiful new housing, the Cabaret Screen offers an innovative approach to roll down screens. It's perfect for creating media rooms in family rooms, recreation rooms, or any living space within the home.

Commercial: The standard by which all other screens are judged

**Corporate**
The VCS [Video Conference Screen] is a standard electric screen outfitted with a customized housing that holds a camera. Positioned underneath the screen, the camera is less visible to conference participants, who might be uncomfortable with cameras that are in full view. Eliminating cameras on the wall creates a cleaner installation and an atmosphere of productivity and teamwork.

**Broadcast**
News broadcasting has always required state-of-the-art technology to bring stories from around the world into our living rooms. When CNN was designing the new Communications Center in the Time Warner Building in the heart of New York City, they wanted to use a large video screen to serve as the backdrop for popular programming including American Morning and CNN Election Center.
SunBriteTV Overview

True Outdoor Television
Engineered from the ground up for outdoor use.

SunBriteTVs are the only time-tested TVs in the world that are specifically designed and built from the ground up for the outdoor environment. These true all-weather outdoor LCD TVs deliver superior brightness, while resisting the harsh effects of rain, dirt, insects, extreme temperatures and UV rays.

All SunBriteTVs are designed, engineered, and assembled in our production facility in Thousand Oaks, CA - making SunBrite the only consumer brand that actually manufactures televisions in the United States.

Signature Series
- Model 6560HD
  - 65" Signature Series True Outdoor All-Weather LED Television
  - 1920 x 1080p Full-HD resolution
  - Specifically designed to resist rain, dust, insects, humidity, and salt air

- Model 5560HD
  - 55" Signature Series True Outdoor All-Weather LCD Television
  - 1920 x 1080p Full-HD resolution
  - Specifically designed to resist rain, dust, insects, humidity, and salt air

- Model 4660HD
  - 46" Signature Line True Outdoor All-Weather LCD Television
  - 1920 x 1080p Full-HD resolution
  - Specifically designed to resist rain, dust, insects, humidity, and salt air

- Model 3260HD
  - 32" Signature Series True Outdoor All-Weather LCD Television
  - 1366 x 768p HD resolution
  - Specifically designed to resist rain, dust, insects, humidity, and salt air

Pro Series
- Model 5510HD
  - 55" Pro Line True Outdoor All-Weather LCD Television
  - 1920 x 1080p Full-HD resolution
  - Specifically designed to resist rain, dust, insects, humidity, and salt air

- Model 4610HD
  - 46" Pro Line True Outdoor All-Weather LCD Television
  - 1920 x 1080p Full-HD resolution
  - Specifically designed to resist rain, dust, insects, humidity, and salt air

- Model 3220HD
  - 32" Pro Line True Outdoor All-Weather LCD Television
  - 1366 x 768p HD resolution
  - Specifically designed to resist rain, dust, insects, humidity, and salt air

- Model 2220HD
  - 22" Pro Line True Outdoor All-Weather LCD Television
  - 1366 x 768p HD resolution
  - Specifically designed to resist rain, dust, insects, humidity, and salt air
Acoustic Innovations Overview

**Acoustic Innovations Is The Source.**
From conceptual design to finished theater, theater seating or acoustical products...

For two decades Acoustic Innovations has been the source for Personal Theaters, Theater Seating, Fiberoptic Ceilings, Acoustical Panels, and Residential Noise Control solutions. Over this time we have pioneered many of the materials and design specifications used today. Our staff has completed thousands of personal theaters throughout the world and has developed processes to ensure your ultimate satisfaction. At every level of cost we blend the Science of Acoustics with the Art of Aesthetics.

**Theater Design**
We have developed products and processes to accommodate the needs of new lifestyle trends and architectural styles. Our five families of theater solutions: Elements, Concerto, Showcase, Custom and Unique; offer different levels of finish and decor to meet any budget.

**SHOWCASE**
Pre-Designed / Modular
Standard Features:
- Design Package: Integrated Design plans, construction drawings, computer photorealistic rendering, color board, and an engineered proposal
- Acoustical Treatment - Standard Sized Paneling with decorative frames or overlays
- Baseboard Molding
- Architectural Columns
- And much more...

**ARCHITECTURAL**
Pre-Designed / Custom Fit
Standard Features:
- Design Package: Integrated Design plans, construction drawings, computer photorealistic rendering, color board, and an engineered proposal
- Acoustical Treatment - Custom Sized
- Baseboards and in some styles, crown molding and chair rails. Finished in genuine wood or fabric wrapped.
- Architectural Columns with surround speaker enclosures if required
- And much more...

**UNIQUE** One of a Kind
Unique Personal Theaters are truly special rooms. From themes that resemble the bridge of a starship to a tropical island retreat or an art-deco inspired space, these theaters let the world know who you are. Whether created solely by our design team, or in concert with your interior designer, architect and builder, a Unique Personal Theater from Acoustic Innovations is awe-inspiring both in appearance and performance.

**CONCERTO** Stretch Wall
Available in TWO levels of room tuning:
- Control: Our entry level solution using absorptive and reflective elements, ideal for basic control of typical acoustical nuances within the mid - higher frequencies.
- Performance: Utilizing the Control Level platform, this system incorporates the use of DigiDiffusors which offer increased surround field performance over the entry level system. Performance adds 1” of depth to the existing wall.

**Theater Seating**
Seating is a very personal decision. Each of us carries a unique standard for comfort based on our own preferences. Now consider that you will spend several hours immersed in the world of the movies, and this decision becomes even more important. After your selection of a mattress, this is the most critical comfort decision you will make.

Bridgpointe  Highpointe  Contempo  Lauren  Humphrey  Spencer  Katherine  Deco Chair  Traditional

EuroTech  Royal  Monaco  Charleton  Cinematic  Chaise  Ottoman Sleeper  Bean Bags  Bar Stools
Service & Support

We take pride in building life long relationships with our valued customers.